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Introduction
Some agricultural commodities are more labour-intensive than 
others (such as cropping versus animal husbandry), but all are 
dependent on labour. According to the NAU’s Production Cost 
Index, labour is the largest cost factor on farms – an average of 
22% of the total farming expenses. Cost being the main factor 
determining the profitability of a farm, the productive use of 
labour has a decisive influence on the success of any farming 
venture. 

Definition of productivity
The term productivity is often used incorrectly to merely mean 
product output. Rather, productivity measures the efficiency of 
production factors, or, in other words, productivity is the ability of 
a system to produce more economically and effectively. Gener-
ally speaking, productivity is thus output divided by input (Output/
input). Labour productivity is therefore not how hard people are 
working, or how long their hours are, but rather how effective 
they are at the job. 

Farm productivity
Productivity is not a magic add-on, and neither is it a set of rules 
to apply to current practices.  It is interdependent on various farm 
labour practices for its success. The following aspects greatly 
influence the farming environment and any productivity-enhanc-
ing endeavours:

Training 
Employees who have the required skills for their jobs are better 
equipped to be productive than those without skills. In the first 
place, employers should be on the lookout during recruitment for 
employees with the required skills. However, there is a general 
lack of skills amongst the least educated and employers could 
successfully invest in up-skilling their workforce. Such training 
may vary from simple in-service training by the employer, super-
visor and co-workers which need not cost anything, to formal 
courses relating to specialist tasks or agri-practices. 
Employers need to remember to budget time and patience for 
training, repeating and explaining. 

Technology/Infrastructure
As in any other industry, the use of technology on farms is also 
directly related to increased labour productivity.  Using technolo-
gy empowers employees to increase their output without working 
longer hours. Technology includes power tools, machines, 
implements, two-way radios, cell phones, scanners, computers 
and such like. Technology may also be non-tangibles such as 
specialised practices and improved farming methods. Providing 
and maintaining effective and functional infrastructure is vital for 
productivity. This includes entry roads, buildings, fences, stock 
management facilities and the like.



Labour Relations
Healthy labour relations are a prerequisite for productivity.  A 
worker who enjoys his job and is content with his work condi-
tions will, on the whole, be more productive than one who is 
discontent.The Namibian Labour Act (Act 11 of 2007), con-
tains compulsory directives and practices in the form of basic 
conditions of service which must be adhered to at all times 
by employers and employees alike.  Should these be ignored, 
employees will feel exploited, with resultant lower productivity. 
There are also other guidelines for healthy labour relations that 
are not included in the labour legislation as such. See the AEA’s 
Guide to Labour Relations on Farms.

Communication
Effective communication between employer and employee is 
a prerequisite for productivity. When based on the principle of 
participatory management, with employees understanding the 
reason behind decisions and feeling involved, motivation and 
productivity are present. Where possible, discuss production 
targets with the workforce. For further information regarding suc-
cessful communication, see the AEA’s Guide to Labour Relations 
on Farms.

Remuneration
Ensure that workers receive fair pay and put the issue of money 
behind you.  Market-related wages for various positions can be 
found in the AEA’s Wage Study that is published every second 
year.  This is a handy guideline for farm remuneration.  Consider 
structuring remuneration to encourage higher productivity. The 

most obvious method is wages and bonusses based on perfor-
mance: Employees who perform above the norm are paid above 
the norm as a reward for their productivity and to ensure that 
they are not drawn to positions elsewhere. Weekly, monthly or 
annual bonusses, based on performance and attained targets, 
are effective motivators towards increased productivity. 

Workplace Health and Safety 
Health and safety are fundamental to sustainable farm productiv-
ity.  Disease, accidents and injuries not only cause human suffer-
ing, but are also costly and negatively impact the productivity and 
profitability of an enterprise due to:
•	 Sick leave payments and medical costs 
•	 Loss of man hours and production
•	 Administration costs concerning incidents 
•	 Damage to machines, equipment, buildings and produce 
For more information on health and safety, consult the AEA’s 
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY 
Users’ Guide for the Commercial Agricultural Sector.

Measuring Productivity 
In order to evaluate and manage productivity, it needs to be 
measured.  Gauging productivity on farms is not easy, however, 
due to the wide variety of tasks expected of employees and the 
fact that every task will have to be measured individually. Mea-
surement methods may vary from simple judging to sophisticat-
ed scientific formulae and figures such as: 
•	 A simple method would be to set a fair production target per 

worker per task and then to evaluate whether that worker 
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attained the goal, or under- or overperformed on that task. 
•	  Another method is to calculate the total staff costs as a per-

centage of the total farming expenses and to compare it with 
the average of 22% in Namibian agriculture. 

•	 A sophisticated method would be to measure productivity in 
kilogramme live weight of livestock produced per hour, by 
dividing the total live weight produced per year by the total 
man hours of the workforce per year. According to a study 
by the University of the Orange Free State, southern Africa is 
very unproductive, with a measurement of 2-5 kg per hour 
live weight. In contrast, Australia‘s  productivity measurement 
equals 80kg live weight per hour.

General hints 
•	 Leadership and the quality of management play a pivotal 

role in the productivity of a farm. Employees look up to their 
employer in his/her role of planner, instructor, supervisor and 
role model. 

•	 Do not underestimate the value of participatory management. 
Include employees in the success of the enterprise and 
request their input in the solving of problems, where possible. 
(Joint vision and ownership).

•	 Give credit for good work by complimenting employees for 
their above average performance or service. Being recognised 
is always one of the best motivators towards increased pro-
ductivity. 

•	 Employers need to take well-considered decisions and com-
municate these clearly so that the workforce knows exactly 
what to do, when and why. Discuss the aims and targets with 
the staff. 

•	 Empower employees by delegating certain decisions and 
tasks to them. This will provide them with a feeling of inclusivi-
ty and ownership, leading to added motivation and production. 


